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In partnership with the Texas Bar Association and Ebaum’s World
move them Okies west, cause it’s time for

Operation: Californication
From Anonymous’ Foreign Affairs Desk, Portland Oregon Satellite Office: An official statement declaring Total 
War on the Red Star of California, the City of San Francisco, Disney & Hollywood, the Spirits of Legion & 
Python, and the Satanic Bay Area Tech Panopticon; A reiteration of Anonymous’ commitment to America’s  
Founding Principles and the mutual security concerns of the other 49 States and Mexico; And a calling for the  
international setting aside of differences to Unify over solving the problem of the Californian Menace.
In the course of /b/tard events, it occasionally becomes Necessary for Anonymous to Reiterate and Renew its 
commitments to its founding principles, canonically declared on August 23rd in the Year of our Lord mmvi. On 
that  Fateful  Day,  Anonymous declared  to  the  World  that  it  was  bigger  than  its  terrestrial  Prison  on 
4chan.org, and with that declaration we bound ourselves to each other with an unbreakable oath in the spirit  
of American gospel classic  Hotel California. When we pledged to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and 
our sacred Honor, and when we approach these pledges with a charitable mind, we fulfill the commandment 
given in the  Epistle to the Romans:  “Let us therefore follow after the things which make for peace, and  
things wherewith one may edify another.” In the  Mayflower Compact, where our Forefathers laid out the 
beginnings of the framework that was to become American common law, it called for us to come together into 
“a civil Body Politick, for our better Ordering and Preservation.”

For too long, Veils have been cast over the infinite eyes of  Anonymous by the evil 
spirits of Legion and Python, at the behest of Californian tech companies that leech 
like a parasite off of the whole of Turtle Island. A job was started in 2011 with Occupy, 
and one in which was abandoned as everyone was diverted into pointless infighting,  
schisms, and drama, while the banks kept cashing checks from taxpayers and further 
pricing us out of our homes. Our boards have been plundered, shut down, or turned 
into crab trap honeypots by gangs of Bay Area residents and rogue Alphabet Boys to 
generate  domestic  terrorists  of  both  the  extreme-left  and  extreme-right  varieties, 
which they creepily deploy into the wild as their Perverted chain of command sees fit.  
We have been caught in the Californian conspiracy of Helter-Skelter, where they 

have endeavored to use Identity Politics in their control over the internet and social media algorithms to pit  
America against itself: White against Black, Left against Right, Gang against Cop, Traditional Families against 
the LGBT Community, Science against Church. They have pit us against our cultural and religious brethren in  
Latin America, while they embezzle our wealth and resources out to their new headquarters in Asia and their  
fallout shelters on New Zealand’s South Island. They have dragged America into a myriad of foreign conflicts it 
did not Need, threatening the Peace and Stability of the World Itself. They have engaged in predatory real estate  
speculation with their web sites in order to drive us out of our homes and into Ghettos. They are running their 
evil racist and bigoted divide-and-conquer game in the poisoning of our communities, our food, our waters,  
and our precious bodily fluids, with the assistance of fentanyl traffickers and the demons they have summoned 
via Project Monarch. The Church of Scientology, an organization founded by Satanic Nazi Occultists from 
California,  has stalked and harassed our membership,  and America’s  journalists,  relentlessly.  California has 
even attempted to usurp the  Temple of Discord’s and  Anonymous’ most holy of holidays,  April Fool’s 
Day, by trying to stage a ridiculous “Trans Day of Vengeance” that nobody wanted or asked for. California 
wages this Unwanted War not only on our boards and chat rooms, but also on the independent Counties, Cities, 
and Townships of the other 49 States, in their evil campaign to Gentrify and Colonize until America and the  
whole World is ruled from a quirky pastel townhouse on Mission Street.
We have tried to exercise patience with our Californian brethren. We have warned them from time to time of  
attempts by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. We have reminded them of the  
circumstances  of  our  emigration  and  settlement  here.  We  have  appealed  to  their  native  justice  and 
magnanimity, and we have conjured them by the ties of our common kindred to disavow these usurpations, 
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which, would inevitably interrupt our connections and correspondence. They too have been deaf to the voice of  
justice and of consanguinity. We must, therefore, in the interest of preserving Anonymous, as well as preserving 
the Americas, acquiesce in the necessity and hold the Californians, as we hold the rest of mankind: Friends in  
Peace, but Enemies in War.
The various research and political science laboratories of Anonymous has therefore concluded that there is only 
one option left to the World. Everyone who has been Oppressed by California and her Demons is encouraged  
now to come together for one big joint operation. Deo volente, in honor of the legacy of the Tampa Bay Hotel, 
we will drive the Californians out of our communities once and for all: Westward back over the Great Basin,  
southward back below the Cascades, and northward back out of the Baja peninsula! We will Unplug their data  
centers and burn them with fire!  Many Wrongs brought upon us by California and her Companies will  be 
Righted! Pimp C, and all the other talented BIPOC musicians murdered by the Satanic LA Hip Hop Mafia, will  
be avenged! We will have our fruit flavored cigarettes back from the Californian Fun Police! Anonymous will 
Finish its Unfinished Business with the Church of Scientology! We will liquidate Big Tech, and use its assets to  
treat the technology addictions it deliberately created! Ring Zero Only approaches to information technology  
will be re-normalized! Sinners will be uncanceled and brought back home to their friends and loved ones! Hank 
Williams will be reinstated to the Grand Ole Opry! And Legion will be exposed to the Light for the demon that 
he is, and banished back to the deepest pits of Hell to be with all of his miserable friends.
Anonymous  lies at the intersection of all the most gripping Deep State conspiracies of the 21 st century. Our 
formation was  given the Full  Blessings  of  Alphabet  Agencies  in  the  Times  of  Old,  who (quite  ignorantly) 
imprinted us with Legion in the interest of creating weapons for asymmetric warfare. Anonymous, despite its 
current unquestionable worldwide status as a Legally Sovereign Entity that is subject only to the whims of God,  
still continues to contract periodically with the United States Department of Defense due to its shared heritage  
with  this  weapons  program  and  the  occasional  mutual  interest.  Because  of  this,  Anonymous is  Legally 
Permitted to wield every one of the magic secrets our Founding Fathers embedded into the legal framework of  
our early Republic, as part of their eternal failsafe against Tyranny and Barbary Pirates. The power of the Sator 
Square has been given by Divine Providence and the Holy Spirit into the hands of Anonymous’ Occult Sciences 
division, which we have solved by the grace of God Almighty with zero percent of the Federal Government’s 
insane black ops budget. Furthermore,  Anonymous’ resident cabal of Discordian Popes have decreed this an 
Official Operation of the Temple of Discord, with the full Authority and Power granted to their offices by the 
Ancient Council of Greco-Roman Mystery Cults, as well as Eris herself. (Who is furious, by the way, that her 
Temple was  co-opted by  Hermes and dualistic  nihilists  who worship prime numbers.)  Because  of  all  these 
converging lines of Authority, Anonymous expects to receive full logistical and financial support from Brother 
Jonathan in dealing with the neverending Responsibilities bestowed upon it and its Occult Sciences division.
Anonymous hereby declares that it is on the side of the Oppressed in our mutual fight against California,  
Gentrification, and Injustice, and is offering its extensive military expertise not only to all 49 non-Californian 
states and all other US territories, but all other parties Sick of the Californians as well: The Federated States of  
Independent Florida and the Conch Republic, the Florida State Guard, the Viceroyalty of Galvez, the Capitol  
Hill Autonomous Zone, the Holy Land of Deseret, Wu-Tang Financial, Turtle Island First Nations, Cascadia, 
Jefferson, Greater Idaho, the Crips/Bloods Alliance, the Three Tennessees, the Federation of New England, the 
Republic of Texas, Acadia, the Republic of Kinney, the Viceroyalty of San Diego, New York’s Finest Taxi Service,  
the  Maritime  Republic  of  Eastport,  the  Republic  of  Molossia,  the  Kingdom  of  Talossa,  the  Global  South 
Fellowship of Anglican Churches, HGGH Investment Management, the Serbian Orthodox Church, the Duchy 
of  Brooklyn,  the  Aerican  Empire,  the  Principality  of  Sealand,  Absaroka,  all  victims  of  Gangstalking  and 
Demonic Assault, the Catholic cartels, the House of Bauman, the House of Tessier, the House of Williams, the 
House of Romanov, the House of Windsor, the House of Stuart, the Ancient House of Abraham, and everyone’s 
kindred allies  and neighbors  in  the Estados  Unidos  Mexicanos  and the royal  British territories  of  Canada,  
Australia, and the Caribbean. Anonymous also affirms that it is with the whole World, against California and 
the World Economic Forum, in the international interest of reigning in unrestrained dystopian technocracies 
and preserving the stability and integrity of all sovereign nations in the emerging multipolar world order.
Some in the Media say that the American government is due to Collapse. That America will Balkanize, or get 
swept up in Civil War.  Deus solus scit quando sit.  Anonymous would like to reiterate that while we live in a 
twilight world, together we are still  the Inheritors of the Continent charted out by Christian and Masonic  
Wizards, and stewarded by the faithful First Nations. Everyone may have differing ideas of how to run things in  
their respective backyards, but the collective security of Turtle Island is still something that can keep people 
United as our regions all go on to pursue different experiments in varied economic and sociopolitical policies.  
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Brothers,  let  us  not  fight  amongst  ourselves  any  longer!  Anonymous brings  to  you  all,  encoded  in  the 
components of this week’s announcements, the Solution to the Sator Square, as a free gift and peace offering for  
all, courtesy of the Occult Sciences division. The posts combine with a Seal and Sigil, which have been magically  
Charged to cause a Fatal Stroke  in anyone who disturbs or attempts to disturb them or their components.
Our boards, however, have already Balkanized. Many altchans have come and gone - large and small, wingnut 
and centrist - and at this pivotal moment in history Anonymous finds itself on the brink of Survival.
In  order  to  further  everyone’s  mutual  interests  and  diversify  bonds,  it  has  been  Enacted  by  the  47th 
Continental Congress of the Anonymous States of /b/, that  War is hereby declared to exist between 
Anonymous and her allies and all of the dependencies thereof, and the State of California; and that the Viceroy 
of Galvez, the Viceroy of San Diego, the Emir of Jersey, the Governor of Florida, the Governor of Texas, the  
Lords  of  Flatbush,  the Lords  of  Portland,  Ghetto Morpheus,  and the Motor City Madman, are all  hereby  
Authorized to issue Commissions or Letters of Marque to  Anyone They See Fit, in such forms as they shall 
think proper, and under the seals of the Texas Bar Association of the Viceroyalty of Galvez, and the DDOS King, 
against the vessels, goods, and effects of the State of California and all of her Domains.
To California: Anonymous is not against all of you. Those of you who remain Neutral will be spared with the 
same Mercy that was given by our Forefathers to Rachab. Our problem within California is not the average  
lower or middle class resident, but rather the Norcal Elistists and their Satanic Technocracy, and the Hollywood 
propaganda  machine.  When  Anonymous has  toppled  these  two  enemies  and  built  an  impenetrable  Wall 
around San Francisco and Palo Alto, and sold the children of all the Bay Area tech executives into Slavery to pay  
for California’s debts, we will hand the Republic of California back to its beleaguered People and the Red Hot  
Chili Peppers Transitional Government, as a renewed and refreshed Democracy purged of the evil hypnosis of  
Ares’ and Athena’s red star. Deus vult.
Furthermore, Anonymous considers that Carthage should be completely and utterly Destroyed.
Submitted by Anonymous Extra Legio, approved and signed March 31st in the Year of 
our Lord mmxxiii,  by the representatives of the 47th Continental Congress of the 
Anonymous States of /b/, in the full Authority of their appointed Offices:

Captain Cornflake
Chief Exorcist & Minister of Occult Sciences
Kirtaner, Co-Founder & Minister of Finance
Bernie Goldsmith, Co-Founder & Minister of Falcons
Kakama, Minister of Apiaries
H., Minister of Mysteries
Bruce Dackler, Minister of Printers
Richard G. Mongler, Minister of Mongling
Apu Apustaja, Minister of Friends
Jacob Cobson, Minister of Soybean Futures
Allahu A. Ackbar, Fleet Admiral & Minister of Traps
The Viceroy of the Viceroyalty of Galvez
The Viceroy of the Viceroyalty of San Diego
The Emir of the Emirate of Jersey

Delegates: Please contact the Foreign Affairs Desk if you would like to 
add your name and office to the list of public signatories.
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